• Energy extraction gal + : can utilize galactose, wild-type gal -: can not utilize galactose, a mutant • Drug resistance str r : resistant to streptomycin in medium str s : sensitive to streptomycin in medium F plasmid • Replicates inside host cell • Contains genes encoding synthesis of pili which allow cell contact • F + cells conjugate with F --F + donates single-stranded copy of F to Fcell (rolling circle) -F + retains copy of plasmid • F carries one or more insertion sequence elements (IS) -permit homologous recombination with same IS in genome -results in integration of F into genome to form Hfr strain (high frequency of recombination) -F may leave genome, taking copies of some genes (F') What do minutes + % R tell us?
• Genes that enter recipient cell first are near the origin of replication for the F factor • Genes that show up in a high fraction of the exoconjugants that are str r are coming in with the F factor, in a particular order, depending on where they were in the donor chromosome • Transfer of genes stops when either the chromosome breaks or transfer is complete • Map distance comes from the time of transfer: if one marker shows up 3 minutes after the first marker, the map distance between them is 3 min Different HFR strains • Natural variation exists among F plasmids for where they can integrate into the E coli genome, depending on where their specific IS has homology, so position and direction can include different sets of E coli genes to be transferred from HFR to F-strains • Linear order of transfer is always from Origin > to adjacent sequences • Composite map of whole E.coli genome can then be built up by using different HFR strains • Large number of bacterial colonies (representing descendents of identical cells) can be screened for selectable markers • Plasmids, like the F factor, when they move from bacteria to bacteria, can sometimes pick up bits of a host cell genome • Most of the time, if the plasmid stays outside the recipient cell's chromosome, we don't see this • If the plasmid integrates (recombines) into the recipient cell's genome, it can also transfer those bits of DNA to the host cell • Some plasmids, like the F factor, integrate at a specific places, so recombination depends on how long the 2 cells stay connected! (in minutes) 
